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ABSTRACT 
Most display systems are making use of static definition for the 
places in which they are situated. The content shown on these 
displays is predefined as is the case of television broadcasting. In 
this paper we present an approach that allows local display 
managers, e.g., display owners, to instantiate global display web 
applications on each display basis. We describe an innovative 
model for content presentation that takes into consideration both 
the display environmental data, e.g., sensors and user interactions, 
and app specific configuration. This approach enables the content 
being shown to be highly personalized, thus reflecting the 
dynamic and situated behavior of global display web apps. 
Categories and Subject Descriptors 
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General Terms 
Experimentation 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Supporting web applications for public displays is not a new idea 
[1][2]. Recently the research is moving towards open display 
networks, that are, large scale networks of pervasive public 
displays and associated sensors that are open to applications and 
content from many sources  [3]. A fundamental step in that 
direction is to have a model for third-party applications, which 
supports a clear separation of concerns between display 
ownership and content creation. 
An open model for application development by third-parties 
should empower developers to create applications that can be 
distributed and deployed across a global network of public 
displays [4]. This is a tremendously powerful idea for both 
applications developers and display owners. For developers, it 
would mean that instead of developing applications to be 
deployed in a specific display system, they could now make their 
applications available anywhere, significantly increasing the 
potential reward for investing in well-designed applications. For 
displays owners, this would mean access to a wealth of interactive  
 
 
 
 
 
applications from a variety of sources and a wide range of general 
purpose content. 
A major challenge to be addressed is how to enable these global 
applications to be deployed to the entire display network while 
being able to exhibit a situated behavior on each of the displays 
where they are used. While not all applications need to be 
situated, public displays are inherently situated artifacts that 
should be deeply embedded in their specific physical, social and 
cultural setting.  
Situatedness is thus the ability of a global application to generate, 
on each of the locations where it is being used, content that is 
deemed specific to that location. The global applications are 
available across the entire network, while at the same time being 
able to integrate specific settings in a way that allows them to 
consider the specific situations in which they are being used and 
the potentially broad range of resources that may compose the 
local setting. 
In our research, we explored how to support this ability of 
applications (apps from now on) to combine the global and the 
local perspective, i.e., serving the entire network while being able 
to adapt their behavior according to each of the multiple 
environments in which they are used. We considered multiple 
cases to support this situated behavior, more specifically: explicit 
configuration, connection to a service with information about the 
local environment, user interactions and the particular usage 
history of the apps in a certain display. This work contributes into 
the understanding and specification of an open display web 
application model for future public displays. 
2. DEMONSTRATION OVERVIEW 
Our system demonstration comprises four components: 1) an 
online service for local display managers to subscribe for display 
apps; 2) a large display that schedules and renders apps; 3) a set 
of interactive global display web apps that can be configured on 
display basis; 4) an environment service that aggregates the local 
display sensing data and situated users’ interactions. Display 
viewers (users) can interact with the apps using a mobile phone 
that is available for the experiment, or they can install a mobile 
app to experiment from their own mobile devices. 
An actor of our demonstration can play two distinct roles: 1) local 
display manager, i.e., display or place owner and 2) user of the 
situated apps. A local manager is the one who configures global 
display web apps through the online service. Firstly, he or she 
subscribes for a display web app in an App Registry or App Store. 
In this phase, the app is being associated to a specific place or 
display and the local manager sets the app’s place parameters. For 
example, in the case of a chat app, when a local manager 
subscribe the app, she can input blocked words to be checked 
against all the messages or she can also block specific users. 
Secondly, the local manger may create multiple instances of the 
place-associated app by providing further app specific 
configuration, e.g., visual appearance. In the case of the chat app, 
the local manager may create app instances by instructing the 
application layout format, e.g., horizontal or vertical. Finally, in 
the presentation phase, the actor in the role of a user can interact 
with those apps and assess their situated behavior. 
3. SITUATED DISPLAY WEB APPS 
Employing situated behavior of an app requires information from 
several inputs such as the place in which a display system is 
installed and the interactions of people with the content shown. 
Previous research highlighted how the display relevance can be 
strongly affected by the lack of consideration for the space, the 
people around and the local activities [5] and ultimately how this 
may impact on people expectations and lead to display-blindness 
[6]. Recent research deployments are increasingly designing their 
display systems to allow personalization [2] and to support 
situation-aware applications [1][7]. We provided an approach that 
advances the personalization techniques for content presentation 
in public displays by investigating towards an open and global 
web model for development and usage of display applications. 
A web-based display app is a mechanism to provide value for a 
ubiquitous computing infrastructure and, in particular as a driver 
for the evolution of open display networks. Like any other web 
apps, a display web app is also based on web technologies and 
standards, e.g., HTML, JavaScript and CSS. These apps are 
deployed in public servers and may become globally available 
through the publication in an app registry or store – from which 
they can be found and subscribed for a particular display. Display 
apps run in any standard web browser or other types of specially 
tailored web stacks. 
Our display infrastructure architecture (Figure 1) is also supported 
by web technologies, e.g., HTML 5 specification. 
 
Figure 1: The architecture of our display infrastructure; the 
dotted arrows highlights the phases covered for this demonstration 
The apps configuration is handled within the online service in two 
consecutive steps. Firstly, the local display manager associates an 
app with the environmental service by sending to the app the 
identification of the place or display, i.e., place’s ID. Based on 
this identification, the app can access the display environmental 
data, e.g., users’ interactions or particular usage history of the 
apps within that place. In this step, the local manager may set the 
app specific place wide parameters, i.e., setup parameters, by 
loading an app configuration view within an iframe HTML 
element. Secondly, depending on additional app configuration 
requirements the local manager may load another configuration 
view, i.e., instantiation view, within a similar iframe element. In 
this step, he or she sets further app specific configuration, e.g., 
background color. For each distinct configuration an instance is 
created with a distinct presentation URL. After the second 
configuration step, the online service gets the apps’ URLs, which 
are orchestrated for presentation using a time-based player. For 
both configuration steps, we assume that the apps are responsible 
to manage the generation and storage of the presentation URLs by 
themselves. 
4. REQUIREMENTS 
Our demonstration requires power, wireless Internet connection, a 
white board or wall space for a projection and small amount of 
table space for a projector and associated computer. 
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